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Something makes Travis Breeding different than everybody else. When he finally discovered he offers Asperger's, it
wasn't quite the answer he longed for. Travis Breeding has never been like others. But once he embraced it, he
understood he could begin making changes which could someday result in living the life span he wantsone which
includes a family and good friends. he had difficulty with fine motor skills; he became obsessed with his special
curiosity, trombone; With a combination of personal experiences, information about Asperger's and the autism
spectrum, and Travis's observations and advice, I Want to be Like You proves to be a perfect tool to help visitors who
are on the spectrum, are helping somebody on the spectrum, or just want to comprehend what this relatively new
diagnosis would be to bridge the gap between autistic and neurotypical people. He just couldn't appear to participate in
anyone and didn't understand how socializing worked. He couldn't realize why people didn't like him. Why did everyone
believe he was so weird or creepy or psycho? He didn't want to accept it. Travis hit a low point in his university days
and began making suicide attempts. But it isn't what a lot of people he's met believe that it is. Was he? Growing up, he
noticed some of the differenceshe experienced a bed-wetting issue; And even more, he may help others just like him.
Today Travis is usually on a mission to help us all understand what Asperger's is normally and how exactly we can help
those all around us who seem a little, or a lot, different. and most troubling for him, he previously trouble making
friends.
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Great look inside This book is a wonderful inside look at what it's prefer to live and journey through life knowing that
something about you makes you very different from everybody else, but not knowing quite what it is. We experience
Travis's lifestyle through his eye as he looks for his place in life, trying to squeeze in and become like everybody else.
With him we find out the pain to be on the outside looking in, wanting to get inside the means of "everybody else" by
putting up with use, abuse, and even paying for the "privilege". We witness his downward spiral into depression first-
hands, and the continuing search for help that will eventually come in the proper execution of name - Asperger's
Disorder, a kind of autism. I recommend this publication to parents and teachers as well, and to anyone who has the
compassion to take time to better understand the challenges faced by people on the Spectrum. Asperger Tell you what
conversation handicap person is like to see if you out your family member has this issue. The Best I have read several
books on Asperger's. Personally i think that "THE ENTIRE Information to Asperger's" is the greatest for getting text
publication symptoms and insight in to the sensory problems, etc.! Having Asperger's myself, I experienced like I was
reading about my own childhood. He's an average Asperger's case, I would say, and really puts into terms what it seems
to undergo this developing up.! This book is a must read for ANYONE. If you are searching for an excellent resource to
raise student awareness regarding students with autism, please take a second to read this! As the parent of two children
with autism, you may imagine that I have done lots of reading about them, and I utilized to think that I reasonably
understood what it had been like for my children and other people that live with autism. That was until I fulfilled Travis
Breeding.In his book, I Want To Be Like You,Travis illustrates what it's really like to live with autism, particularly the
quest to make and keep friends. I am a mother or father of a kid who also has Aspergers. A glimpse inside their world!
This reserve must be on every SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL library shelf and the bookshelf of each special education instructor
and parent of a kid with autism or Aspergers! This reserve provided me a glimpse of what it really is like in his globe. It
is so difficult for my boy to tell me the proceedings, and how he's feeling but Travis's book i want to into his world and I
am today much more educated of what it is like to live your everyday activity with Aspergers. Thank you, Travis for
posting your life with us. It displays us the importance for folks on the Spectrum to become supported early on by
family, friends, colleges, and society.! There needs to be more consciousness in the wonderful world of what Aspergers
is, which book is a good place to start. I WISH TO Be More AS IF YOU is an emotional roller coaster read, but yet it is
among those books you merely cannot put down. It is possible to read all the books on Autism but to be able to read a
first hand experience of what it is like to live with it, is a lot more eye opening. Thanks for the insight Travis! I'm always
looking to gain perspective to better relate to my child. As a teacher, I strive to understand the requirements of my
students to raised meet their varied requirements.If you know anyone with an autism disorder of any stripe, this
publication can help you understand them better, and hopefully offer you more compassion to those who hit you as
"different" and what struggles they may being going through, whether you understand it or not - as well as those who
have not realized it themselves. As a parent of 2 special needs kids, it will always be nice to know how others handle
developing up "different". Travis was very brave to start to the globe about how his Aspergers affected his existence
growing up, and he provides helped so many due to his honesty. It also displays us the resilience of the human center,
and how people with Asperger's Syndrome can overcome their personal hardships to achieve life. Very helpful! Scanning
this book goes on an emotional journey filled with struggle, wish, and lifestyle lessons that did not always come easy. A
powerful read As a parent of a kid on the Autistic Spectrum, I was very happy to find a book written from the
perspective of a man who was raised with Asperger's Syndrome. However, Travis's book Personally i think is the best
when it comes to giving REAL insight into how it feels, the feelings, the pain, how difficult social situations really are,
etc. A must read!
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